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All right, folks! Come on in, and let's go to the Word today. We are in Psalm chapter 38; if you got 
your Bibles today... A throttle junkie patch right here; this was given to us by a lady at one of the 
Harley Davidson’s when we were doing the Trump rallies. Thank you sister, for blessing us with 
those; I use it as bookmark for my travel Bible! God bless you guys! 
 
 
Psalm 38 
A Psalm of David for the memorial offering!  
 
38 O LORD, rebuke me not in your anger, nor discipline me in your wrath! 

2 For your arrows have sunk into me, and your hand has come down on me. 

3 There is no soundness in my flesh because of your indignation; there is no health in my bones 

    because of my sin. 

4 For my iniquities have gone over my head; like a heavy burden, they are too heavy for me. 

5 My wounds stink and fester because of my foolishness, 

6 I am utterly bowed down and prostrate; 

    all the day I go about mourning. 

7 For my sides are filled with burning, and there is no soundness in my flesh. 

8 I am feeble and crushed; I groan because of the tumult of my heart. 

9 O Lord, all my longing is before you; my sighing is not hidden from you. 

10 My heart throbs; my strength fails me, and the light of my eyes—it also has gone from me. 

11 My friends and companions stand aloof from my plague, and my nearest kin stand far off. 

12 Those who seek my life lay their snares; those who seek my hurt speak of ruin 

    and meditate treachery all day long. 

13 But I am like a deaf man; I do not hear, like a mute man who does not open his mouth. 

14 I have become like a man who does not hear, and in whose mouth are no rebukes. 

15 But for you, O LORD, do I wait; it is you, O Lord my God, who will answer. 

16 For I said, “Only let them not rejoice over me, who boast against me when my foot slips!” 

17 For I am ready to fall,nand my pain is ever before me. 

18 I confess my iniquity; I am sorry for my sin. 

19 But my foes are vigorous, they are mighty, and many are those who hate me wrongfully. 

20 Those who render me evil for good accuse me because I follow after good. 

21 Do not forsake me, O LORD!  O my God, be not far from me! 

22 Make haste to help me, O Lord, my salvation! 

 

Amen and Amen!  
A Psalm of David for the memorial offering!  
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That's a very powerful verse that we see there in Psalm 38, and David is writing this incredible poem, 
and just groaning and moaning in pain as he is suffering. 
 
This is very similar to what's happening now to America. On the national level there is this 
undercurrent, this under feeling of great uneasiness, but everybody's trying to go about their life as if 
everything was okay. There is this uneasiness of heart. Even David said “10 My heart throbs; my 
strength fails me, and the light of my eyes—it also has gone from me.” 
 
Because we now know that those who are totally hateful of America, of the founding, of the Founding 
Fathers, of the Judeo-Christian heritage, of Judeo-Christian families, of the Judeo- Christian culture in 
general, that is the communist political Satanist- 666- Beast, is now completely in power, and we see 
that kind of reality before our eyes.  
 
And there's this incredible quietude and this incredible calm before the storm. There's this feeling of 
great trepidation, as you feel the moisture build up and the storms are coming in and you see the 
clouds- you know they're over the horizon. And there's this inner almost spiritual anxiety that 
everybody feels, and everywhere we go, everybody feels; this, everybody feels.  
 
Now, we see in the House quickly the Commies, the political Satanists, the leftists, are moving fast to 
do exactly what everybody knew- and of course we said it from the very beginning- moving towards 
disarmament, moving towards disarming the American people, moving to disarm America from her 
constitutional rights protected by the Bill of Rights, the Constitution and the God-given rights, natural 
rights given to us by Almighty God.  
 
They're now making a fast move on that. They went through many, many, executive orders in the first 
couple months, and now their eyes are locked on taking the claws away from the lion, or taking away 
the teeth of the timber rattlesnake of the Gadsden Flag,” Don't tread on me!” 

 
We have a brave congressman – I believe his name is Representative Cawthorn- a young man, but he's 
a patriot. He stood up very strongly and he said, “Don't tread on me! Come and take my guns!” He said, 
“Come and take it!” You know he is a brave young patriot; he's up there representing the people, an 
outsider of the Washington bubble. He's a freshman, I believe, and he's in there, strong. 
 
But the point is: now they are moving, passing HR 1 and the other gun control HR 127 through the 
House. They're now passing it through the House, and it's going to the Senate. Exactly what we 
predicted, and exactly what everybody knew is the reality of political Satanism. They’re bold, they're 
power hungry, they're lustful of power, they're completely wicked, and they'll do anything, anything, 
anything for power, for their religion; their cult is the cult of power. Their desire is for power and for 
rulership and sovereignty, because they know it's not theirs. 
 
They know God has given it to humanity who is on the good side, who is God's children, who is not 
part of the 666- Beast; they know that's the real sovereign, that's the real inheritor of God's kingdom 
and really the world which God intended to bequeath to His children Adam and Eve before the fall, 
before Lucifer became the first rapist and pedophile and essentially defiled Eve and then of course 
defiled Adam.  
 
They were intended to become husband and wife, intended to create a strong powerful marriage, 
powerful sexuality and romance in marriage, and through that be productive and have children, 
grandchildren and they would create the Kinship of God, and the Kingdom of God there, with God in 
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direct dominion, and have an amazing Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, where the archangels that are so 
powerful would be the servants, and they would serve.  
 
And they would be happy that Adam and Eve were taking their proper place as King and Queen, and 
ruling over the Kingdom, with God at the helm, with God as their Father, with God in their hearts, in 
benevolence and magnanimity, in love for humanity, and raising up the next generations to become 
strong kings and priests - as all our Black Robe Regiment hoodies say on the back: Kings and Priests. 
 
“5 And from Jesus Christ, who is the faithful witness, and the first begotten of the dead, and the prince of the 
kings of the earth. Unto him that loved us, and washed us from our sins in his own blood, 6And hath made us 
kings and priests unto God and his Father;” Revelation 1:1-6 

 
Amen! That's the power! The power lies within the Body of Christ! The power lies within the original 
sovereign, inheritors of the kingdom of God who are God's children! 

 
The globalists and the leftists, the Marxists, this political Satanist cult of power, they know that they 
are not the ones to inherit that, because they've sold their soul to Satan, and now they're in the family 
of Satan. So, in order to take what is not theirs, they need to create the apparatus of the state, they 
need to create the apparatus of the centralized government, they need to create the apparatus of 
socialism communism as the backbone ideology, to fund and then use as a Repo Man to then do 
genocide and of course steal the assets and pay off the bankers. 
 
All of this is incredibly insane and almost sounds over -the- top, because it's so unbelievable, but we 
are living in those end times, folks, at the time of the final stage of Tribulation. That is a scary thing, 
but that is of course also an epic thing, and” God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power, and of love, 
and of a sound of mind!”(2 Timothy 1:7) Amen! 
He's given us power, He's given us authority, and He's given us love. 
 
Love for whom? God! And for whom? Our neighbor! That means humanity! That means trying to 
help everybody, and understand that God wants them not to be a slave to Satan, not to be a slave to 
the state, not to be a slave to political Satanism and communism, Marxism and these terrible demons 
that have unleashed this wicked, cancerous plague upon humanity, and has the whole world in 
groaning and centuries of groaning and centuries of genocide. In the 20th century alone over 220 
million souls murdered! People murdered, and their souls are groaning in travail and groaning in 
tribulation, because of the incredible tragedy of centralized political Satanism. 
 
True Father warned us about this! He clearly identified that the Beast in Revelation, that the monsters 
in Revelation with the different heads that come out of the earth and come out of the ocean, these are 
not Godzilla beasts; these are not literal mythical creatures. They are actually the apparatus of what? 
Communism which Satan uses - Satan uses. He's at the helm to bring about and effectuate his 
kingdom of hell on earth, which is of course where humanity becomes the slaves of Satan. 
 
In order to “succeed” in that world, you must sell your soul, and you must literally give yourself not 
only of the flesh, to the state, but then your soul, you must give to the lust of the power cult. You must 
give your soul to Satan and sell your soul, and be involved in a sex trafficking ring and protecting 
them, and involved in a blackmail ring and protecting them, and involved in pedophile secret 
societies and protecting them. You must be involved in that; then you'll get elevated in power. That is 
selling your soul to Satan! That is the wrong way! Amen! That is the way to hell! 
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And of course, because of that, we have all the elites that are united as one; they're united in blackmail, 
they're united in pedophilia. They're united in wanting to defile the youth, and use the UN to reduce 
the age of sexual consent to 10 years old. They're saying that openly, in front of our face. 
And of course, they're laughing at us saying, “You can't do anything about it! We stole the election, we 
kicked Trump out, and you all can't do anything!” 
 
So there is this incredible feeling of anxiety, and this internal trepidation of unease as the storm is 
coming in, as the rumbles of lightning come over the horizon; and as the dark clouds loom over the 
trees and over the ocean on the horizon, we can feel something is coming.  
 
Of course now they're acting fast, to move these incredible draconian anti-American, unconstitutional 
violent acts, against the patriots. None of the patriots are calling for violence; the leftists are the ones 
that want to use force to enforce unconstitutional laws that will steal, wipe away, destroy, expunge, 
erase, completely delete, the rights that are protected in the Bill of Rights; natural rights given to us by 
Almighty God, that are enshrined in our Constitution, enshrined in our history, enshrined in America! 
 
They're trying to eliminate that and make us forget, make us lose our memories, make us focus on 
scandemics, and being scared of one another, and reporting one another because you had one more 
person over the limit that some governor set. This is just over- the- top insanity! 
This is a culture that is breaking down the fundamental Commandment that said,” Love God with all 
your heart, soul, and mind” and of course, “Love your neighbor as yourself!” 

 
That type of benevolence, that type of fatherly love, that type of allegiance to God is what the state 
and the political Satanists want to destroy! They want to eradicate that, cut that; they want to separate 
and sever it from the head of the body, so that they can come in and replace it with a Frankenstein 
head and then become the monster- excuse the analogies. 
 
But the point is: it's this type of demonic thing that is moving. There are many interpretations of 
Revelation of course, but we would see Revelation as apocalyptic literature which is very allegorical, 
very metaphorical. It's not literal, like literal beasts coming out of the mountain. But all monsters that 
are coming out of the sea and out of the earth etc, these are symbolic representations of power, of the 
many heads of power, the many alliances of evil, that work together to destroy, and ultimately to 
desire the worship from the people of them as gods! And that's what we see is the great 666 Mark of 
the Beast in Revelation. It's not some type of microchip or it's not this or that. It's “do you acquiesce to 
Satan?” Because the Bible, in Revelation 13, says that the Mark of the Beast is in the forehead- in the 
forehead. 
 
Many interpreters believe that that is acquiescence of the heart, soul and mind, because it attacks the 
First Commandment where Jesus said, “Love God with all your heart, all your soul, and all your mind!” 
But if you give your mind to Satan and you acquiesce and submit to him and then through that, you 
sell your soul to Satan and you give your eternal life to him, now it creates a cascading effect, a 
domino effect that leads to tremendous tragedy, death and destruction, and eternal damnation. 
 
Of course we don't wish that upon anybody; we wish that all people may be saved. But again, there's 
free will. So people must come to understand the truth; they must come and be illuminated in the 
mind. Not something like some Illuminati Satanist junk, but illuminated in their heart, so that their 
heart may yearn for God and for Christ, and for goodness and to realize, “Wow! Satan is not only some 
metaphorical force that is around here, like some shadow that is behind us and something we can't see!” 
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No! He uses actual hands and feet, just like Christ has the Body of Christ, of which we are the hands 
and feet. Just like God uses hands and feet on the earth, so too does Satan use hands and feet on the 
earth to effectuate his evil kingdom. So the battle of good and evil is not just this mythical cosmic 
battle that is unseen - of course that spiritual realm does exist - but it also is in the physical. Amen! It's 
also in the physical. 
 
That's why the Body of Christ must not only stay in the spiritual realm, and of course thus not only 
receive spiritual salvation, but must have physical salvation, so that our bloodlines may be attached to 
Christ, and so we may have a stake in the earth, we may have a stake in his physical kingdom on earth. 
As he said we have to pray every day: (Matthew 6: 9-10) 

Our Father which art in heaven, Hallowed be thy name. 10 Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth, as it is 
in heaven. 

You see God has a stake in the earth! He is invested in creating His kingdom on earth, and if we're just 
in the spirit and we don't have salvation of the flesh, that is to be united with Him in the lineage, then 
we don't understand; we don't have a stake in the earth, and we think whatever happens on the earth, 
it's okay. No! We don't have the stance of standing up for it, to defend it against the political Satanists, 
the hands and feet of Satan, the Marxists, the Communists, the leftists, that are using that ideology to 
brainwash the youth, to steal their souls, to take them into Satanism and separate them from God. 
 
All this kind of thing is happening, but we must understand and be activated and be willing to stand 
up against it. That is the critical aspect, because it's not just some type of metaphysical, internal, 
spiritual stance that we must take; that's the first step. But then it must obviously come to substance, 
and it must come into the flesh, into the worldly realm, because God's kingdom must also be erected 
and substantiated “on the earth as it is in heaven,” as He taught us to pray every day! 

 
So folks, it is such a crazy time, and it is a powerful time and there are threats of great, great, danger 
that are coming our way: disarmament, registration, confiscation, ammo taxes, assault weapon ban; all 
these kinds of things that go directly against the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, directly against 
the history of America. In fact I saw one t-shirt produced by one of the patriot companies and they 
said, “In 1775 they came for our guns,” and the bottom says, “We shot them!” I mean that's literally a 
historical fact; that's what they did. And there's a company that already put that t-shirt out. 
 
But the point is: that was what sparked the fight, the physical fight because they had tried all the 
avenues: 
They had tried the legal avenues, 
They had tried the political avenues, 
They had tried the communication avenues, 
They had tried the dialogue, 
They had tried the compromising avenues, 
They had tried all these things! 
 
Look at where we are now as a country today! 
We have tried the legal avenues, and it failed, 
We have tried with the Supreme Court, and it failed, 
We have tried the electoral process, and it failed  
We have tried the legislative branch and the states’ rights, and it failed 
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They stole the elections before us, with vertical statistical jumps; six states changed their election laws 
against their own state constitutions breaking all these laws, all of these rules! Unreal, unbelievable, 
unprecedented!  
 
And that is what we are facing now in this quietude before the storm; quietude where the left and the 
political Satanists are brewing. They are now planning. They are now strategically organizing to 
commit false flags, to blame Trump supporters, to blame white people as the middle class. Because 
they've targeted especially white male, Christian gun owners, as those who should be genocided, to 
take their assets, and then pay off the banks- as we have 27 or 28 trillion dollars of debt, and with 1.9 
trillion covid thing that they've just passed again, that's now close a 30 trillion!  

 
So, it's unprecedented! It's over the top, and we've never been in a place like this in history! It almost 
feels like so insurmountable, because the whole world super class, super elites from Facebook to 
Zuckerberg, to China, to Bilderberg group, to Davos group, to the international banks, to the radical 
Islam in Saudi Arabia, the CIA and FBI; all the four horsemen are united! They're united as one for the 
downfall and destruction of America, to replace it with the Communist Chinese model, to spread that 
over the entire world! 
 
Now it almost feels insurmountable! How can a bunch of patriots even in America, who cannot 
organize, who cannot communicate with one another without being targeted by the FBI or CIA, who 
cannot talk about anything, who can't do anything because they're all being surveilled, how is it that 
this small group of patriots … ? And amongst the patriots the majority of them probably will not 
muster up the strength to fight. Even in the Revolutionary War, we saw it was 3% that fought the 
British, and it was a vast majority that kind of funded from behind, or that was wishy-washy and 
standing in the middle, or was completely traitorous. So, that entire situation is unfolding now! 
 
But we're not only facing London or Britain. We're facing now 
The entire world global structure,  
The entire international communist structure, 
The entire international Marxist structure, 
The entire political Satanist Beast, that is looming over us with 

The Harlot of Babylon and  
The 666 Beast and  
The Antichrist spirit!  
And all that evil Satanism they're trying to bring upon us, so that we become slaves of the state, slaves 
of political Satanism; slaves, and lose our inheritance and separate from God and be pressured to sell 
that inheritance so that we can live a few more days on earth 

 
But the point is: Christians must know that even when we were thrown in the mouths of lions with 
Gideon, or whether in the first century, they were thrown into the Coliseum with the gladiators and to 
be ripped and torn apart by lions and wild beasts, the Christians knew that their fruit was not only in 
their physical well-being; it was in the kingdom of God. It was in the promise that God Himself would 
have His kingdom and His righteous reign would rule on the earth. That doesn't mean a tyrannical 
reign. That means a righteous reign where liberty and freedom is protected, were the gifts of Eden 
which was free will and liberty, but responsibility was protected. 
 
All those things, they knew was their inheritance and was coming in the future, and that these 
temporary tribulations would be temporary! Amen! They are not eternal; Satan can only use bullying 
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and forceful tactics and all these things just to insinuate, to make the illusion that he is winning. But in 
the end, he is a loser from the beginning, and he will be a loser till the end.  
 
Because God's people have the winning formula and that is Christ!  
It is Christ  
And his love,  
And the victory of the sacrifice of his blood,  
And the washing of us from our sin,  
And the uniting of us to him,  
And to his lineage,  
And to his kingdom, 
And to his kingship,  
That makes us now the presence of the Kingdom of God on earth.  
 
And not only in the spirit, moved and animated by the Holy Spirit in this animated contest of liberty, 
but also on the earth with His living people, His hands and feet, His children who are now activating 
and praying at the micro to the macro, to stand up against wickedness and evil and to stand for 
righteousness and God's Kingdom. Amen! 
 
So it is a crazy time, folks, and we don't know where it'll go, but we know, history shows, that 
registration always leads to confiscation, and it always leads to genocide. Americans must be brave at 
this time. The people who will stand up against that, and who will resist, these people are basically 
preparing for martyrdom. This spirit of martyrdom is the spirit that cannot be defeated by Satan. 
Because, at a critical point, at some point, if the people say, “No! You will not do it,” and there's good 
law enforcement and good military that say, “No! We're not going to do it,” and the spirit of goodness 
starts circulating, then there can be layers of blocking the evil that may come to try to disarm and 
destroy and unravel America. 
 
There may be layers of defense animated by the Holy Spirit that we can't organize, that we can't 
manipulate, that we can't put into one, two or three, but that the Holy Ghost from heaven is moving 
and touching and opening the hearts and opening the doors and opening the avenues and opening 
the pathways and setting the rivers flowing free from the desert, and all these things that come about. 
But again that comes, with us standing with God. Because if we're not standing with Him on the path 
which is opening and Him leading, the path then becomes empty and then Satan’s minions will flow 
in and block and destroy  
 
So it is such a critical time; it is such an epic time!  
Thank you all for praying for us down in Florida! We had many things that went about in Florida. We 
had great meetings with Vetstock, and with the bikers’ community down there. And of course 
praying for President Trump; setting up the beautiful prayer rock there, for President Trump to stand 
up, not only as a politician, but as General George Washington II - as the spirit. I’m not talking about 
as the physical person- but the spirit of General George Washington, the spirit of saying, “No! And I 
will protect America, and I will be that general even though I’m inadequate. I will surround myself with good 
generals, and I will learn and I will stand in the midst, and I will use my popularity to galvanize and organize 
people, and have them stand up against this wickedness that is coming!” 

 
Because it's not the right that is using violence or force; it is the left that is “using laws,” as they did 
under Hitler. Everything he did was legal. He changed all the laws unconstitutionally, and then of 
course made them constitutional laws, so that he could effectuate his genocide; people went along 
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with it.  In the same way the leftists are also changing all the laws. They're going against, and are 
trying to strip and destroy and delete the Second Amendment, the amendment that protects them all.  
 
And of course they are doing that at rapid speed! Literally if this goes on in this course, the country 
could burst into civil war in different pockets within a matter of years. It could be very quick in terms 
of how fast it last, but also it could be a drawn-out fight. Of course they will use that, they want that, 
because they want to bring the Chinese Communists in through the UN, and they want to bring in the 
total elimination and decapitation of America. 
 
So, it is a critical time that we are living in, folks, and it is an unbelievable time!  
We have to be out in nature,  
We have to be praying and receiving God's energy and  
We have to be standing together,  
We have to be praying for one another,  
We have to be fellowshipping with one another,  
We have to be spending time with one another.  
 
We have to be reaching out to all the Trump supporters and help them get activated, and help them 
get out of the caves of Ziklag, and let them understand that you can’t, like an ostrich, just put your 
head underground, and have it pass away, because it won't pass by. The Communists, historically, 
have always shown that when they have power, they will use it to its fullest extent. 
 
So, we must be in fervent prayer today for one another, fervent fellowship for one another; we must 
be standing together for one another. We must be strengthening our friendship, strengthening our ties, 
and of course we must be praying fervently in the spirit, so that God Almighty can lead us, and God 
Almighty can give us the fortitude and the spiritual insight and the wisdom and discernment, and the 
power, as He says,” God has not given us a spirit of fear, but of power, and of love, and of a sound of mind!” 

 
So that even in the face of the insurmountable evil that extends not only to the nation but beyond, 
internationally, to the international Marxists, amidst all that evil and the layers of evil and the 
incredible Towers of Babel and of evil that exist above us, still in the spirit of God, in the Will of God, 
if His children come together, if all of them put their beefs aside, if all of them put their opinions aside, 
and stand together as one against socialism, communism, political Satanism, then God can use the 
American Body of Christ.  
 
He can use this small group to effectuate a miracle for the entire world, that in the last moment where 
the dark cloud almost engulfed the entire world, that there were small pockets, small groups of Holy 
Spirit Fire; there were small pockets and there were small groups of peoples that said,  
“No!  
We must stand in the spirit of the Founding Fathers,  
We must stand in the spirit of Abraham Lincoln,  
We must stand in the spirit of George Washington, 
We will stand in the spirit of Jesus,  
We must stand in the spirit of True Parents and True Father! “ 

 
We must stand against this evil which is real; it's not a metaphorical evil. It's now using its hands and 
feet as a real system, and using and manipulating the laws, so that all the rights of humanity get taken 
away and their utter totality and fist rulership begins. 
We must stand up against this! 
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The entire world is groaning in pains, as David said. But again, as he ended that Psalm 38  

“God is my salvation! God is my salvation!” 
 
It is God that will save us from this, 
It is getting back to God, 
It is making our lives right with God,  
It is making our path right with God,  
It is getting right with Him,  
It is getting in line with Him,  
It is moving with Him,  
It is being on the path with Him,  
It is being in providence with Him, 
It is being on the dispensation pathway with Him, 
It's living with Him! 
 
That is the answer to us being able to stand together as a small micro to the macro, and eventually 
block and chase away the looming dark clouds and the Towers of Babel that loom overhead.  
 
Because we may think that Satan has the most power. He does, he is the ruler of this earth; he has a lot 
of power. But it is illusory power, because in the end it is fraudulent, in the end it is built on deceit, in 
the end it is built on lie, in the end it is built on collapse! 
Thus, they must conquer other places, so that their collapse can be extended over time, but they never 
can build something where they actually can build and be fruitful and multiply, and have dominion 
over the earth, because they are the illegitimate rulers that sold their souls to Satan, and they're 
serving the father of adultery and lies and murder, as the Bible and Jesus referred to Satan as. 
 
So we must stand with God Almighty, the Creator of the universe, God Almighty, the power that 
resides within us, every one of us who repents of their sins and comes to Christ. He resides within our 
heart, He resides within our spirit, He resides within our soul.  

 
The Holy Ghost with the baptism of fire comes upon us and gives us the armor of God,  
The powerful helmet of salvation,  
The powerful shield of faith,  
The powerful sword of the spirit, 
The powerful breastplate of righteousness, 
The powerful belt of truth, 
The powerful feet shod with the preparation of the Gospel of peace, 
Power, power, power!  

 
But in the Spirit of God, and not for our glory but for the glory of God Almighty and His kingdom, 
His righteousness: “Seek ye first his kingdom and his righteousness and all things shall be added unto you!” 

 
It’s the same thing for America! We must seek His kingdom; we must seek His righteousness!  
We must not accept the craziness and the brainwashing camps of the education system that’s trying to 
take away women's sports by transgenderism and destroying and confusing young people, so they 
can't even determine whether they're male or female and they get all confused by the time they are 5 
years old and have psychological trauma. 
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We can't allow that, so we have to stand against that and we have to be able to resist that, because the 
Bible says in James 4: 7, “Submit yourselves unto God, but resist, resist, resist the Devil and he will flee!” 

It's an amazing thing folks! 
 
But thank you for your prayers. We are down here with all the folks; we are on our way back, and we 
are praying for all of you. Thank you for all your prayers for us! 
 
And remember, even in the darkest hour of night the Bible says, “There may be weeping in the night but 
joy cometh in the morning,” and we must always keep our eyes on the prize. We must never get 
consumed by the darkness, because if you look into it you can get consumed by it, seeing how dark 
and how far it goes. But that is a trap! Satan wants you to focus on him, so that you lose your hope 
and you lose your morale and you lose all energy and power to fight against him. 
 
You must not focus on the darkness! The darkness is but temporary testing!  
We must focus on the Kingdom of God; as he said,”Seek ye first His Kingdom and His righteousness, and 
all these things shall be added unto you!”  

 
Focus on the kingdom! 
Focus on the liberty!  
Focus on the freedom! 
Focus on the families!  
Focus on the Peace Police Peace Militia that helps protect one another in the decentralized armed 
society!  
Focus on that goodness! 
Focus on that righteousness! 
Focus on that type of society that stands for God and their neighbor! 
 
And in the end, you will feel the power and the love of God once again. You will no longer be 
confused by the clouds of darkness that are looming around you and that Satan is trying to envelop 
you in. You will say, “Be gone from me Satan! Get back, you Devil!”  
 
And you will be able to see, smell, taste, touch, the incredible fragrance of the Kingdom of God, the 
aromas, the senses, the power, the love, the solidarity, the protection of one another; all this incredible 

power in the Kingdom of God. And in the end, they can never snuff it out; in the end they can never 
defeat it, because it is of God Almighty who is the righteous and rightful ruler of this universe, and we 
are His children, the rightful inheritors of the universe as the Kingdom of God.  
 
So, be blessed out there, folks! We love you and we are of course praying for you. We're on our way 
back, and thank you for all your prayers!  
 
Pray for President Trump!  
Pray for America, and of course,  
Pray for His Kingdom to come!  
God bless! God's speed, and may His Kingdom come! 
 
All right, folks! Let us pray! 
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Pastor Sean’s Prayer: 

 

Father God, we thank You, in Jesus’ name, for Your powerful presence today! We feel the waters of 
life rushing through here, as we stand before the stream and we think about Christ and Your son 
along the stream side and teaching on the fishing boats in Galilee. We are so grateful, God, that You 
are moving in the hearts and minds of all the patriots around the earth. 
 
We pray for President Trump, that he would remain strong, and that he would stand as a General 
George Washington; that he would understand his identity, not as a politician but as someone that 
must play a very important role to lead the world towards your Kingdom. So we pray that he would 
accept that role in this incredible time of tribulation; that all the patriots around him would support 
him in being that good leader on the macrocosmic level! 
 
We thank You for our incredible trip to Florida, that we were able to meet and network with many, 
many different wonderful, prepared groups and of course see many lands that You have prepared. 
We thank you for the four corners of the US and the different bases that You are preparing right now; 
the different places that You are preparing, so that not only our community, but all the patriots have 
places where we can gather and we can fellowship and we can work together in preparing and 
praying for your Kingdom and working for your Kingdom to come.  
 
We thank You God, that You are blessing all those folks that are in the Sanctuary, joining us live here 
in Tennessee as we are moving through. We want to give You all the praise. 
 
We thank You for Your word in Psalm Chapter 38. We’re seeing the incredible suffering of David, but 
in the end knowing that You are the salvation. That's the same thing with America! 
 
So, we pray, and we give You all the praise, all the glory, and we give You all the thanks, with all the 
kingship lines gathered here with the Three Kingships, and we thank You! 
In Your precious name we pray! Amen, amen! Aju!  
 
God bless you guys! God bless! Hug your neighbor!  

 


